Thirty distinct CACNA1F mutations in 33 families with incomplete type of XLCSNB and Cacna1f expression profiling in mouse retina.
X-linked CSNB patients may exhibit myopia, nystagmus, strabismus and ERG abnormalities of the Schubert-Bornschein type. We recently identified the retina-specific L-type calcium channel alpha1 subunit gene CACNA1F localised to the Xp11.23 region, which is mutated in families showing the incomplete type (CSNB2). Here, we report comprehensive mutation analyses in the 48 CACNA1F exons in 36 families, most of them from Germany. All families were initially diagnosed as having the incomplete type of CSNB, except for two which have been designated as Aland Island eye disease (AIED)-like. Out of 33 families, a total of 30 different mutations were identified, of which 24 appear to be unique for the German population. The mutations, 20 of which are published here for the first time, were found to be equally distributed over the entire gene sequence. No mutation could be found in a classic AIED family previously shown to map to the CSNB2 interval. Cacna1f expression in photoreceptor-negative mice strains indicate that the gene is expressed in the outer nuclear, the inner nuclear, and the ganglion cell layer. Such a distribution points to the central role of calcium regulation in the interaction of retinal cells that mediate signal transmission.